
Get a Grip
on Easier Vacuuming

You and your operators know better than anyone that industrial 
cleaning is a dirty job. It’s hard work.

That’s why Guzzler Manufacturing, the world leader in industrial 
vacuum loaders, has introduced the new GuzzlerGrip™ line of 
productivity-enhancing, fatigue-reducing nozzles.

New Nozzles from the World Leader in Vacuum Loaders
GuzzlerGrip nozzles are everything you’d expect from the people who bring 
you the world’s best vacuum loaders—smart, practical and easy to use. 
Designed to make the industrial cleaning professional’s job easier and 
safer, these nozzles replace the broom and duct tape handles operators 
have been using to “make do” for years. On the new GuzzlerGrip nozzle 
line, you’ll find:

• Handles positioned for comfort and ease of use, based on in-plant 
testing with other industrial cleaning professionals. 

• Harnesses designed to better distribute the weight of the nozzle so 
your operator doesn’t get tired so quickly.

• Smartly angled nozzle ends that make it easier to access the  
materials you’re vacuuming.

Show Your Worth
You invest major dollars in your fleet, but when you go to work with  
jury-rigged hose handles, your customers may not recognize  or 
appreciate the investment you’ve made in your vacuum loaders. 
Compare that with what your customer will see when your operators 
are using GuzzlerGrip nozzles. They’ll see hard-working cleaning 
professionals on the job, taking care of their work environment.

The beauty is that your work will be a little easier and safer.

Because good 

operators are 

hard to come by, 

anything we can do 

to make their jobs 

easier is a benefit.”

“

Phil Harbin, President
Harbin Services



There’s a GuzzlerGrip Nozzle
for Your Operation

We think the GuzzlerGrip™ line will become a staple for every industrial 
cleaning operation. It includes shovel-headed nozzles that vacuum material  
as you loosen it, backbone and long-reach versions that help you get into 
those tough-to-reach locations, and the easy-lift nozzle designed to help 
relieve the strain from long hours  of continuous vacuuming.

To order, visit an FS Solutions 

location near you,  

 call 1-800/822-8785, or visit  

www.fssolutionsgroup.com.
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49469 – 6" Aluminum Easy-Lift Nozzle
49469A – 4" Aluminum Easy-Lift Nozzle

These new generation all-purpose vacuum nozzles are lightweight  
and comfortable to reduce fatigue and increase productivity.

49572 – 4" Aluminum Long-Reach Nozzle
49572B – 6" Aluminum Long-Reach Nozzle

The long-reach nozzles are perfect for hard-to-reach and unsecure 
areas such as around conveyers and under machinery.

1280389A – 4” Flat Shovel Nozzle

The flat shovel nozzles are your best choice when vacuuming clumped 
materials off flat surfaces and digging areas.

49577 – 6" Aluminum Backbone Nozzle
49577A – 4” Aluminum Backbone Nozzle

The backbone nozzle offers the same features as the easy-lift nozzle 
but is designed with a replaceable vacuum hose, supported by a 
curved “backbone.” 

49572A – 4" Steel Long-Reach Nozzle

The steel construction provides extra durability for abrasive work,  
while still allowing you to vacuum in difficult-to-reach places. 

49575 – 4" Aluminum Shovel Nozzle

Designed for a wide range of applications, the lightweight aluminum 
shovel nozzle allows you to loosen stubborn materials and vacuum  
at the same time.

504073 – 6" Pit Cleaning Nozzle

The crowned steel end helps when vacuuming liquids from pits  
or manholes.


